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Abstract 
 

One of the most essential services of cloud computing is cloud storage. For cloud storage auditing, key exposure is a serious security 

problem which is solved by updating client secret keys regularly. However, this leads to local burdens to clients. A cloud source auditing 

with verifiable outsourcing of key updates paradigm was used to make the key updates as transparent for the client where Third Party 

Auditor (TPA) was played the role of authorized party. It holds only an encrypted version of client’s secret key. However, key exposure 

security problem is not fully solved by this scheme. So in this paper, improved strong key exposure resilient auditing is introduced to 

solve the key exposure security problem and improve the security of cloud storage. In the proposed paradigm, a novel key update tech-

nique is used where update message is created by TPA and it sends to the client. The client updates their signing secret key based on the 

update message and client’s private key. Moreover, public key is obtained from the client while updating a message which improves the 

security of cloud storage. Thus this scheme makes the malicious cloud unable to get the signing secret key in unexposed time periods. 
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1. Introduction 

Cloud Computing [1] provides the users a path by which they can 

easily access all the applications and lot of data or content globally 

available. There are different security issues in cloud environment 

[2]. Cloud storage auditing [3, 4] is one of the significant security 

techniques in cloud storage that is used to verify the integrity of 

the data stored in public cloud. In cloud storage auditing process 

[5], Third Party Auditor (TPA) [6, 7] is a kind of inspector. There 

are private audit ability and public audit ability. Even though, 

private audit ability can achieve highest scheme efficiency, public 

audit ability allows anyone, not just the client to challenge the 

cloud server for the correctness of data storage while keeping no 

private information. To let off the burden of management of data 

of the data owner, TPA will audit the data of client. It audits or 

checks the data integrity in the cloud. While auditing the cloud 

storage, there may be a chance of exposing the secret key of the 

client, it would leads to forging the later when the client requests 

for the same. There are several reasons for key exposure. Some of 

them are key management, internet based security attacks and 

trading with hackers.  

In cloudthe clients or TPA performed storage auditing with verifi-

able outsourcing of key updates auditing scheme [8] the key up-

date operations for cloud storage auditing. Here, TPA was consid-

ered as authorized party and they hold encrypted version of client 

secret key. It was updated in encrypted state in each time period. 

When a client needs to upload a file in cloud, they have to down-

load an encrypted client secret key from authorized party and they 

need to decrypt to upload. In addition to this, the validity of the 

encrypted secret key was verified by the client. But, the problem 

of key exposure was not fully solved by this scheme. In order to 

effectively solvethe problem of key exposure for cloud auditing, a 

strong key exposure resilient auditing scheme is designed in this 

paper. It is designed in such a way that the key exposure in one 

time period doesn’t affect the security of cloud storage auditing in 

other time periods. In the proposed scheme, the public key is ob-

tained from the client at each time while updating a message. This 

improves the cloud storage security effectively. The experimental 

shows that the proposed key exposure resilient auditing scheme is 

secure and efficient than the other schemes. 

2. Literature review 

A secure storage, verification and auditing (secSVA) architecture 

[9] was proposed to provide secure third party auditing in cloud 

environment.It supports data authentication, verification, auditing, 

integrity and confidentiality for cloud storage. It provided an at-

tribute based security framework with secure deduplication for big 

data storage in the cloud. A Kerberos based identity verification 

and authentication scheme for cloud based big data storage was 

presented in this framework. In addition to that, a data integrity 

scheme with trusted party auditing using a Merkle hash tree 

scheme was also presented in this framework.  

A novel public auditing scheme [10] was proposed for secure 

cloud data storage based on Dynamic Hash Table (DHT). DHT 

was a two dimensional data structure placed at a TPA. It supports 

dynamic data auditing by recording the data property information. 

To minimize the computational cost and the communication over-

head, the proposed public auditing scheme migrate the authorized 

information from the cloud service provider to the TPA. In addi-
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tion to that, the proposed scheme was extended to support the 

privacy preservation through the combination of homomorphic 

authenticator based on the public key with the random masking 

generated by the TPA. It also supported the batch auditing by 

introducing the aggregate BLS signature technique. But this 

scheme is less effective.  

For secure auditing, a novel public auditing scheme called as mul-

ti-replica dynamic public auditing (MuR-DPA) scheme [11] was 

proposed. Based on the Merkle Hash Tree (MHT) a novel authen-

ticated system was combined with in the public auditing scheme. 

This scheme was named as MR-MHT. In the computation of 

MHT nodes, levels and ranks of each nodes were appended which 

helped to support full dynamic data updates and authentication of 

block indices. The level values of nodes in MR-MHT were ar-

ranged in a manner of top down order. Furthermore, for each data 

block all replica blocks were arranged into a same replica sub tree. 

Hence, such a configuration allowed efficient verification of up-

dates for multiple replicas. However, the size of the dataset was 

greatly influence proof size.  

A public auditing scheme [12] was proposed to regenerate-code-

based cloud storage.A proxy was introduced in the proposed pub-

lic auditing scheme to resolve the regeneration problem of failed 

authenticators. This proxy was confidential to regenerate the au-

thenticators into the traditional public auditing system model. In 

addition to that, a novel public verifiable authenticator was created 

which generated by a couple of keys and regenerated by using 

partial keys. Hence, this scheme was completely release data own-

ers from online burdens. Moreover, the encode coefficients were 

randomized with a pseudorandom function which preserved the 

privacy of data.  

A cloud storage auditing protocol [13] with built-in key-exposure 

resilience was designed. It reduced the damage of the client key 

exposure in cloud storage auditing. The integrity of data which 

was initially stored in the data was verified by the proposed cloud 

storage auditing protocol even if current secret key of client was 

exposed. A practical solution for the damage of the client key 

exposure was introduced in the cloud storage auditing only after 

formalization of definition and the security model of auditing 

protocol with key resilience. The proposed protocol was secure 

and efficient. 

3. Materials and methods 

In this section, the proposed a strong key exposure resilient audit-

ing is described in detail. In the existing cloud storage auditing 

with verifiable outsourcing of key updates, an encrypted client 

secret key from authorized party was downloaded by client when 

they need to upload a file in cloud and then they have to decrypt to 

upload. There may be a chance for disclosing the client secret key 

when a same client secret key was maintained. This is the major of 

the cloud storage auditing with verifiable outsourcing of key up-

dates. So the problem of key exposure is solved by proposed key 

exposure resilient auditing. The main objective of proposed meth-

od is to design a scheme in such a way that the signing secret keys 

changes in different time periods while the public key is un-

changed in all of time periods to improve the security of data.  

3.1. Strong key exposure resilient auditing 

By making the signing secret key in each time period be a multi-

plication of two parts, the strong key-exposure resilience is 

achieved. Each part is the power of F1(x), where x denotes the 

current time period and F represents a hash function. One part is 

the update message generated by the authenticators, which is 

computed by the current time period and the secret key of the TPA. 

Another part is computed from the secret key of the client and 

current time period. It needs to be concentrates that the signing 

secret key in any time period must be jointly created by the TPA 

and client. Hence, the proposed scheme supports both the efficient 

key update and provable security. The property of blackness veri-

fiability and the structure of the signing secret keys is supported 

by the designed authenticator.  

3.2. Description of strong key exposure resilient auditing 

scheme 

Consider m̂: Y1 × Y2  be a bilinear map, where Y1  and Y2  are two 

multiplicative groups with order p. Consider, s and t are two gen-

erators of group Y1  and F1: {0,1}∗ → Y1, F2 → {0,1}∗ × Y1 → Y1 

are two cryptographic hash functions. A digital signature called as 

Sig is used to ensure the integrity of the file identifier name and 

time period x. Assume (spk, ssk) is a pair of public key and secret 

key corresponding to signature Sig, the client has held the secret 

key and the public key has been published. Such an assumption 

can simplify the proposed scheme description thereafter. Initially, 

the client divides the one file X stored on the cloud into a set of t 

ordered blocksb1, b2, … bt, whereZp
∗ . In time period x, the signing 

secret key of the client is Wx ∈ Y1 . The authenticator for each 

block biin time period x is generated as follows. The client selects 

a random n ∈ Zp
∗  and calculatesN = sn. They compute the authen-

ticator for each block bi in time period x as δi =

F2(x||i||name, N)
n

. unbi . Wx, where name denotes the name of the 

file X.  

3.2.1. Sys setup algorithm 

a) Client randomly selects a private keyWc ∈ Zp
∗ . Tc = sWc is 

the client’s public key. 

b) Client randomly selects WTPA ∈ Zp
∗  and it send to the TPA 

as the TPA’s secret key. TTPA = sWTPA denotes the TPA’s 

public key.  

c) Set the system public key T = (s, t, TTPA, Tc, spk).UMGen 

algorithm From the client, get public key T at each time pe-

riod x. 

At the beginning of the time period x, TPA computes the update 

message σx = F1(x)WTPA  to the client according to their secret 

key WTPA. TPA sends the update message σx to the client.  

By the using following equation, the client can able to verify the 

update message as valid or invalid.  

 

m̂(s, σx) = m̂(TTPA, F1(x))                                                       (1) 

3.2.2. Ckey update algorithm 

The client compute Wx = F1(x)Wc  after getting the update mes-

sage σx from the TPA at the beginning time period x. σx  is the 

signing secret key in time period x.  

3.2.3. Authgenalgorithm 

When the client wants to upload a file X = {bi} (1 ≤ i ≤ t) to the 

cloud in time period x, they does as follows: 

a) The client selects n ∈ NZp
∗
 and then computes N = sn. 

b) Then the client computes the authenticators δi =

F2(x||i||name, N)
n

. unbi . Wx, where name denotes the name 

of the file.  

c) The client uploads the file tag tag =

name||x||Sigssk(name||x)  and the set of authenticators 

Φ = {x, N, δi, … , δt} along with the file X to the cloud.  

3.2.4. Proof gen algorithm 

a) The TPA first verifies the validity of the file tag by check-

ing whether Sigssk(name||x) is a valid signature using spk. 

If it is, then the TPA selects a c-element subset Sub =
{s1, s2, … , sc} of set [1,t] as the index of the blocks to be 

checked.  

b) For each i ∈ Sub , the TPA selects the random values 

ui(||ui|| < ||p||), and sends the challenge {i, ui}i∈Subto the 

cloud.  
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c) When the cloud receives the challenge {i, ui}i∈Sub,  they 

compute an aggregate authenticator δ = ∏ δi
ui

i∈Sub . They 

also computes β = ∑ biuii∈Sub .  

d) The cloud sends P = (x, N, δ, β) as their reply. 

3.2.5. Proof verify algorithm 

When the TPA receives the proof P, verifies whether the follow-

ing equation holds: 

 

m̂(s, δ) = m̂ (N, ∏ F2(x||i||name, N)
ui

. uβ

i∈Sub

) m̂(Tc, TTPA, F1(x)∑ uii∈Sub ) 

 

If it holds, then return true, else return false. 

4. Results and discussion 

In this section, the performance of the existing and proposed cloud 

storage auditing schemes are analyzed in terms of time for the 

client to update the secret key, communication overhead and time 

in an auditing process. With the help of the Pairing-Based Cryp-

tography (PBC) library [14], the proposed cloud storage auditing 

scheme is evaluated.  

4.1. Time for client to update the secret key 

The time for client to update the secret key calculates the time to 

update key on client side by using existing and proposed cloud 

storage auditing scheme. The following Table1 shows the compar-

ison between existing and proposed cloud storage auditing scheme 

in terms of time for client to update the secret key. 

 
Table 1:Comparison of Time for Client to Update the Secret Key 

Current Time Period  CSA-VOKU ISKERA 

2 0.91 0.8 
4 0.94 0.85 

6 0.92 0.81 

8 0.93 0.86 
10 0.91 0.82 

12 0.9 0.8 

14 0.92 0.83 

 

 
Fig. 1:Time for Client to Update the Secret Key. 

 

Fig.1 shows the comparison between existing Cloud Storage Au-

diting with Verifiable Outsourcing of Key Updates (CSA-VOKU) 

and proposed Improved Strong Key-Exposure Resilient Auditing 

(ISKERA) scheme in terms of time for client to update the secret 

key. X axis denotes the current time period and Y axis denotes the 

time for client to update the secret key in terms of milliseconds. 

When the time period is 10, the time for client to update the secret 

key using ISKERA is 9.9% lesser than CSA-VOKU. From the 

Fig.1 it is proved that the proposed ISKERA scheme has less time 

for client to update the secret key than the existing scheme.  

4.2. Communicational overhead 

The communicational overhead is the proportion of time spent on 

communicating between TPA and client. The following Table2 

shows the comparison between existing and proposed cloud stor-

age auditing scheme in terms of communicational overhead.  

 
Table 2:Comparison of Communicational Overhead 

Number of challenged blocks  CSA-VOKU ISKERA 

2 5.2 3.1 
4 9 7.3 

6 13.8 10.7 

8 18 15 
10 22 20 

 

 
Fig. 2:Communicational Overhead. 

 

Fig.2 shows the comparison of communicational overhead be-

tween existing CSA-VOKU and proposed ISKERA scheme. X 

axis denotes the number of challenge blocks and Y axis denotes 

the communicational overhead in terms of KB. When the number 

of challenged blocks is 800, the communicational overhead by 

ISKERA is 16.7% lesser than CSA-VOKU. From the Fig.2, it is 

proved that the proposed ISKERA scheme has less communica-

tional overhead than the existing scheme.  

4.3. Time in auditing process 

Time in auditing process is defined as amount of time taken for 

cloud storage auditing. The following Table3 shows the compari-

son between existing and proposed cloud storage auditing scheme 

in terms of time in auditing process.  

 

 
Table 3:Comparison of Time in Auditing Process 

Number of challenged 

blocks  

CSA-VOKU-

challenge gen 

CSA-VOKU-

proof gen 

CSA-VOKU-

proof ver 

ISKERA-challenge 

gen 

ISKERA-proof 

gen 

ISKERA-proof 

ver 

2 0.42 0.45 1.2 0.3 0.4 1 

4 0.45 0.5 2.5 0.34 0.47 2.2 

6 0.48 1 3.6 0.39 0.8 3.3 
8 0.51 1.4 5 0.42 0.9 4.7 

10 0.54 1.8 6 0.45 1 5.8 
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Fig. 3:Time in Auditing Process. 

 

Fig.3 shows the comparison of time in auditing process between 

existing CSA-VOKU and proposed ISKERA scheme. X axis de-

notes the number of challenge blocks and Y axis denotes the time 

in auditing process in terms of seconds. From the Fig.3 it is 

proved that the proposed ISKERA scheme has less time in audit-

ing process than the existing scheme.  

5. Conclusion 

This paper handles the problem of key exposure in cloud storage 

auditing by strong key exposure resilient auditing scheme. The 

integrity of files stored in the cloud is periodically checked by 

TPA authenticators. It helps to update client secret key by provid-

ing update message to client in different time interval. Moreover, 

in this scheme the security of the cloud storage auditing not only 

earlier than but also latter than the key exposure can be preserved. 

Thus the proposed scheme provides more security to the cloud 

storage. The experimental results show that the proposed cloud 

storage auditing scheme performs better than the existing cloud 

storage auditing scheme in terms of time for client to update the 

secret key, communicational overhead and time in auditing pro-

cess. 
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